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From: Jessi Harris
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Jan 22 Hearing re Proposed Bill Changing City"s Law Banning Pit Bulls
Date: Thursday, January 16, 2020 12:10:48 PM


I want to write to commend the Council on hearing Councilman Herndon’s proposed bill changing
the City of Denver's law banning pit bulls. This has been a long time controversy for the city of
Denver and I would love to see a change in the administration of this matter and am grateful for
District 8 and their desire to tackle this most important issue. I am hopeful this hearing will set the
stage to further reconcile this matter and replace the cruel breed ban altogether with responsible
dog ownership, regardless of breed.
 
I appreciate you taking the time to read my thoughts on Breed Specific Legislation. I will be sharing
this with Denver Council Members individually as well as the communities their decisions effect.
 
In 2012, I moved to the city of Denver with my German Shorthaired Pointer puppy from Orange,
California. Let me start by saying that I have spent my whole life growing up with friends and family
with every breed of dog, mutt or otherwise, so I have a long history of personally knowing almost
every breed or mix of breeds of dogs there are. One of the many reasons I chose to live in Denver is
how dog friendly the city is. One of the first days in my new city, I took my dog to the dog park by my
apartment and someone told me that I couldn't have my dog at any park in this city because of
Breed Specific Legislation. I had never heard of this legislation and was immediately concerned with
such legislation that would discriminate against the way a dog looks. Upon getting back to my house,
I did some research. My AKC registered, breeder purchased dog that came with a birth certificate
with a bloodline that went back at least 4 generations was apparently mistaken for a 'pit bull,' or a
mix of one of the four breeds of dogs put under that breed umbrella consisting of the American Pit
Bull Terrier, the American Staffordshire Terrier, the Staffordshire Bull Terrier, and the American
Bully. 
 
I am telling you this for two reasons. The first being that there is no reason to have any sort of bans
based on breed. There is no one breed of dog inherently more risky than any other breed. This has
been proven time and time again with behavior studies, genetic testing, and disposition studies.
Every single breed, or domestic animal in general, needs to have responsible owners dedicated to
training and proper care for their animals. 
 
The second reason is that it is clear that these fellow dog owners, while well intended, misidentified
my dog. Again, NO breed of dog is inherently more dangerous than any other. However, this point is
being made because it is very easy to misidentify a "pit bull.' Especially because there is no such
breed as a "pit bull," but rather any of the four breeds listed and any dog mixed with any of the four
breeds listed exemplifying more than 51% DNA of those breeds. Many dogs look like many others.
Especially since any more, many dogs are mixed with other dogs. It is simply impossible to visually
tell in many and most cases what breed of dog we are talking about when trying to identify breed.
The reason I am bringing this up is because when anything happens and there are reports about an
attack or any other safety issues with a dog, the breed is usually brought up and it very likely that
breed is misidentified. Again, NO breed of dog is inherently more dangerous than any other,
however, this point only further illustrates the misinformation and the lack of actual protection of
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safety and health of which Breed Specific Legislation simply is inadequate at providing. This mixed
with the fact that Denver does their inspection of breed based on the visual assessment of each dog
which is incredibly biased, a complete waste of money, and provides no actual benefit to anyone:
officer, owner, public, or otherwise.
 
One final point I’d like to make is that I lived in Denver until 2017 when I finally moved to Arapahoe
County because of the fact that Denver has Breed Specific Legislation. I have decided that I never
want to live in a place that is so backwards that they believe any one breed is more inherently risky
than any other and that thinks breed specific legislation is going to keep me safe over legislation that
promotes responsible ownership of any dog, regardless of breed. Now my boyfriend and I live and
have paid $62,640 in rent to my landlord in Arapahoe County in the last three years. We have
bought at least $15,000 worth of groceries and supplies in Arapahoe County in the last three years. I
have eaten out and supported the local business community in which I live in Arapahoe County,
probably giving the city of Englewood and its surrounding county of Arapahoe at least $100,000 in
revenue overall due 100% to the fact that I will not live in a place that does not understand that a
dog needs responsible owners, regardless of breed. That is approximately $100,000 of revenue that
the city and county of Denver could have received - just in the last three years - and I know that I am
not alone. This lack of understanding and discrimination in general is appalling and made me feel
unsafe.  I hope that Denver decides to lift this cruel and unjust ban and instead focus on responsible
ownership and legislation that works for surrounding communities and states and countries all over
the world. My lease in Arapahoe County is up in May of 2020. If Denver lifts this ban, I would
consider moving back to the city I moved across the country to live in. I truly loved living in Denver,
however, I am grateful to have the opportunity to never again live in a place that doesn't understand
the basic needs that is required of the health and safety of its people and breed specific legislation
simply is not that - responsible dog ownership is.
 
I do hope this bill will pave the way to future discussion on not only registering 'pit bull' type dogs,
but replacing the ban altogether with legislation focusing on responsible dog ownership, regardless
of breed.
 
Best always, 


Jessi Harris








From: Jacques LaFleur
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please support changes to Denver"s "pitbull" ordinance
Date: Sunday, January 19, 2020 5:32:40 PM


Dear distinguished members of the Denver City Council,


I urge you to support the proposed changes to Denver's "pitbull" ban/ordinance. My reasons for supporting the
proposed changes are provided below - including how the ban directly impacted me and my ability to purchase a
home in Denver.


1) I moved to the Denver metro area in 2011 to begin my new job as an IT systems engineer; however, I abandoned
my plan to live in Denver when my real-estate agent informed me of the ban (since I own a loving and playful
American Staffordshire Terrier dog). Because giving up my wonderful dog (who I consider a part of my family) was
not an option, I decided to purchase a home in Superior, CO and commute to Denver instead. In addition to
impacting my ability to purchase a home in Denver, as a productive and responsible citizen (I haven't so much as a
parking ticket in the last 10 years) I also found the ban to be entirely inequitable and also discriminatory.


2) I find that the argument for the ban is unbalanced because the argument is framed as if "pitbulls" (which as a
group includes at least 4+ distinct breeds) are the only dogs that can have strong bites or the only dogs that can
cause serious bite-related incidents and fatalities. This is entirely untrue - since only 2016, over 40 different breeds
have been responsible for fatal dog attacks in the United States. (Source:
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.pitbullinfo.org/fatal-dog-
attacks.html__;!!M87Ej6RJKlw!H6LLw_wk7Brpl4mo352nA_S_E8-
Gl6jDK3FN7sRO9NWVvkSCqYDQPwLZVrU_Wt8K$ )


3) It's not just about opinions - BSL is not supported by science. Over 10 recent peer-reviewed studies have found
that BSL does not improve public safety. (Source: https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.pitbullinfo.org/dog-bite-
scientific-studies.html__;!!M87Ej6RJKlw!H6LLw_wk7Brpl4mo352nA_S_E8-
Gl6jDK3FN7sRO9NWVvkSCqYDQPwLZVs6pP7N7$ )


4) The proposed change will allow Denver to better address relevant public safety factors such as a dog’s behavior,
history of aggression, irresponsible ownership, and neglect - instead of arbitrarily discriminating against great dogs
and responsible citizens because of their dog’s appearance.


Finally, the proposed changes represent a reasonable and equitable balance between responsible dog owners (such as
myself) and public safety; therefore, for this and the above reasons I strongly urge you to support the proposed
changes. Furthermore, the proposed changes would also upgrade Denver's animal code to be in closer alignment
with modern, breed-neutral best practices for public safety.


I appreciate your time considering my feedback and I look forward to positive progress on this very important issue.
Also, I would look forward to the day when I (and my entire family including my dog) could consider Denver home.


Thank you and respectfully,


Jacques LaFleur
Superior, CO
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From: Tim Fitz
To: District 1 Comments; Flynn, Kevin J. - CC Member District 2 Denver City Council; Torres, Jamie C. - CC Member


District 3 Denver City Council; dencc - City Council; City Council District 5; Kashmann, Paul J. - CC Member
District 6 Denver City Council; Clark, Jolon M. - CC President Denver City Council; Herndon, Christopher J. - CC
Member District 8 Denver City Coun; District 9; Hinds, Chris - CC Member District 10 Denver City Council;
Gilmore, Stacie M. - CC Member District 11 Denver City Council; kniechatlarge; Deborah Ortega - Councilwoman
At Large


Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please legalize pit-bulls
Date: Sunday, January 19, 2020 1:59:57 PM


Dear Council Members,


I am a Denver native and this is my first letter to the Council. I am writing in support of
Member Christopher Herndon’s idea on the process of legalizing pit-bull dogs in the
City and County of Denver.


My Daughter lived in Green Valley Ranch for 5 years with two pit-bulls.  (I know she
was an outlaw;) But during that time she never had any problems with the dogs
interacting with anyone. Her neighbors loved them as well because they were the
friendly, lovable and well behaved dogs.


Then someone new moved in on the block and turned her into animal control. So
rather than lose her dogs she sold her house and moved to Parker where pit-bulls are
legal, that is how much she loves her dogs.


I believe, as I hope you all do, that there is no such thing as a bad breed, only bad
owners. My Daughter raised these two from pups and they are two of the sweetest
dogs you will ever find. If any of you own dogs, and even if you do not, I encourage
you to talk to a vet and get their input.


 In closing I encourage the Council to support Mr. Herndon’s proposal. It is a
thoughtful process and it makes sense.


Thank You,


Tim Fitzgerald
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From: Davyd Smith
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Repeal of the breed ban
Date: Wednesday, January 15, 2020 5:22:16 PM
Attachments: 20200215BSLDenverRepeal.docx


Dear Members of the City Council,


 
I want to encourage all council members to support the breed ban repeal introduced by City
Councilman Chris Herndon.
 
As an animal advocate, a resident of Denver and the current president of No Kill Colorado, I
would be happy to meet with any of you having doubts that this ban is both good for the
community and good for pets.
 
Experts have proven that Breed Specific Legislation does not make communities safer for
people or pets. It is costly, ineffective, and it undermines the human-canine bond. Effective,
breed-neutral alternatives for creating safe communities are available.
 
Please feel free to reach out and I look forward to talking with each and every one of you
about this groundbreaking repeal.
 
Regards,
 
Davyd Smith
President
No Kill Colorado
720.985.8556


davyd@nokillcolorado.org
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			January 15, 2020


 The Honorable City Council Members of the City of Denver 


City & County Building


1437 Bannock St., Rm. 451


Denver, CO 80202
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